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Abstract

There is a huge difference between a scientific
journal reporting ‘wine consumption might be
correlated to cancer’, and a media outlet pub-
lishing ‘wine causes cancer’ citing the jour-
nal’s results. The above example is a typical
case of a scientific statement being exagger-
ated as an outcome of the rising problem of me-
dia manipulation. Given a pair of statements
(say one from the source journal article and
the other from the news article covering the
results published in the journal), is it possible
to ascertain with some confidence whether one
is an exaggerated version of the other? This
paper presents a surprisingly simple yet ratio-
nal three-step approach that performs best for
this task. We solve the task by breaking it into
three sub-tasks as follows – (a) given a state-
ment from a scientific paper or press release,
we first extract relation phrases (e.g., ‘causes’
versus ‘might be correlated to’) connecting the
dependent (e.g., ‘cancer’) and the independent
(‘wine’) variable, (b) classify the strength of
the relationship phrase extracted and (c) com-
pare the strengths of the relation phrases ex-
tracted from the statements to identify whether
one statement contains an exaggerated version
of the other, and to what extent. Through rigor-
ous experiments, we demonstrate that our sim-
ple approach by far outperforms baseline mod-
els that compare state-of-the-art embedding of
the statement pairs through a binary classifier
or recast the problem as a textual entailment
task, which appears to be a very natural choice
in this settings.

1 Introduction

Exaggerations in health news can have tremen-
dous adverse effects on the lifestyle of the common
masses who feed themselves mostly on such news
instead of the source scientific publication. This
problem is challenging as it involves many intrinsic
complexities that need to be addressed. First, while

encountering a scientific claim, we need to identify
the true fact related to the claim from the knowl-
edge base (in most cases the source journal article).
For instance, if the press release/ news report states
that ‘chocolate causes acne’ then this claim needs
to be compared to the scientific study that actu-
ally recruits human subjects and does experiments
to study connections between chocolate consump-
tion and acne vulgaris. In fact, the study reported
in Fulton-Jr. et al. (1969) proves that chocolate
consumption is ‘not related’ to acne.

In this paper, we propose a very simple three-
step method1 that given a pair of statements, e.g.,
‘chocolate causes acne’ taken from the press re-
lease and ‘chocolate consumption is not related to
acne’ taken from the source journal, can identify if
the former is an exaggerated version of the latter.
Note that the problem that we aim to solve requires
the pair of statements to be compared as inputs to
produce the desired output (exaggerated or not).
However, toward the end of the paper, we outline
a simple heuristic that dissolves this constraint for
the considered dataset that the pair of statements
that we compare from the whole article (press re-
lease or source journal) needs to be known to us a
priori.

We note that comparing state-of-the-art embed-
ding of the two statements using binary classifiers
does not give much advantage; even adapting the
problem as a textual entailment task (a natural adap-
tation since one statement is an exaggerated version
of the other) surprisingly does not bring much ad-
ditional benefits.

This paper therefore puts forward a simple three
step approach, breaking the task down to three ra-
tional steps: (1) given a statement from a scientific
paper or press release, extract relation phrases
(e.g., ‘causes’ versus ‘correlated to’) connecting

1Code: bit.ly/39crP39

bit.ly/39crP39
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the dependent (e.g., ‘acne’) and the independent
(e.g., ‘chocolate’) variable, (2) classify the strength
of the relation phrase and (3) compare the strengths
of the relation phrases extracted from the state-
ments to identify whether one sentence contains
an exaggerated version of the other, and to what
extent.

Our approach is operationalised on the data re-
leased by Sumner et al. (2014). The exact state-
ments containing the relation phrases within an
article or the source journal are annotated in the
dataset allowing us to effectively train our models.
The main results of our paper are,

• Extraction of relation phrases: We experi-
ment with number of syntax driven and se-
quence labeling approaches to extract the
relation phrases. A adaptive version of re-
cently proposed and highly successful BERT-
NER (Devlin et al., 2019) performs best with
a F1-score of ∼ 0.85 for this task.

• Strength classification: Next, given a state-
ment with its relation phrase already labeled,
we pass it through standard classifiers to learn
the strength of phrase2. We achieve a micro-
F1 and macro-F1 of 0.74 and 0.69 respectively
for 6-class classification task.

• Exaggeration detection: Now given a pair of
statements with their strength levels marked
and one taken from the source journal while
the other from the news article (or press re-
lease) we compute the difference in strengths
to output whether the latter is an exaggerated
version of the former. We obtain a perfect
match of exaggeration levels for 0.62 fraction
of cases.

• Additional contribution: We also identify a
mechanism to spot the exact location of the
main claim statement in the whole document
so that the exact pair is not needed as inputs
for our pipeline to work. Our mechanism
seem to work for the considered dataset.

2 Related work

Media manipulation is a set of related techniques in
which the manipulator attempts to create an image
or argument that favors particular interests (Cox-
all, 2013). Media manipulation and fake news got
huge attention from the research community in the
current decade. Hundreds of studies got published

2The strength levels are defined as in (Sumner et al., 2014)
and certain coarse-grained revisions of the same.

in this domain which makes it impossible to cite
them all. The surveys of different methods and
datasets published in these domain can be found
in Parikh and Atrey (2018); Zhou and Zafarani
(2018); Sharma et al. (2019); Bondielli and Mar-
celloni (2019); Oshikawa et al. (2018); Haciyaku-
poglu et al. (2018); Zhou and Zafarani (2020);
Van Eemeren et al. (2009). Previous study (Sum-
ner et al., 2014) suggests that press releases are a
major source of exaggeration. Identification of re-
lationship between entities and associated strength
in scientific articles and comparing them with that
of news reports and press releases is the key to ex-
aggeration detection. In literature, there are many
techniques present separately to identify entities
along with their relationships (Blake, 2010) and
strength associated in a relationship (Light et al.,
2004; Vlachos and Craven, 2010). The authors in
Lim et al. (2016) propose a framework to iden-
tify claims from tweet corpus related to major
events. In (Giasemidis et al., 2016) the authors
build autonomous message classifier that filters
relevant and trustworthy information from Twit-
ter. In (Khoo et al., 2000) the authors develop
a knowledge extraction and knowledge discovery
system that extracts causal knowledge from textual
databases.

Present study: None of the studies mentioned
above tackle the exaggeration detection problem.
In a recent study Li et al. (2017) analyze the same
dataset as we use in this paper and attempt to iden-
tify exaggeration. They also assume that the pair
of statements are available as inputs for the detec-
tion task. However, the biggest drawback of this
work is that the authors additionally assume that
the relationship phrase in the input statement is also
known which makes the task significantly simpler.
In fact, the authors also do not use these relation-
ship phrases as important signals but treat each
statement as a whole as bag-of-words. We, on the
other hand, identify the relation phrases automat-
ically in the first place and use it as an important
signal for the next two sub-tasks (strength classi-
fication and exaggeration detection) which is the
most important contribution of our work. We also
compare this work with our method and show that
we considerably outperform them.
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3 Dataset and Preprocessing

3.1 Dataset

We use the publicly available dataset3 released by
Sumner et al. (2014) for our experiments. This
dataset contains detailed annotations of 462 jour-
nals, corresponding 462 press releases and 668
news articles, issued in 2011 by the Russel Group
of Universities (20 leading UK Research Universi-
ties) in health related topics. Every individual press
release is a follow-up of a journal paper; we assume
this journal paper to be the reference for our analy-
sis as it is followed by Sumner et al. (2014). Every
press release in turn, is discussed by some news
reports. In the dataset, 230 out of 462 journals
and press releases have at least one news article
coverage.

For each of the three sources, the dataset has de-
tailed annotations of different types. First for each
journal/ news article/ press release, the statement
containing the main claim is manually identified
by the annotators within the running text. Now in
this statement, the stretch of relationship phrase
is marked in bold. Third, the strength of this rela-
tionship phrase is graduated on a Likert-like scale
from ‘0’ to ‘6’. (see section A in supplementary
material).

Note that, as per the annotation guidelines, one
article can have only one statement with the main
claim. The relationship phrase connects the inde-
pendent variable (IV) with the dependent variable
(DV) in the statement with the main claim. Note
that sometimes either the IV or the DV or both
might not be part of the statement with the main
claim (i.e., may be present in other parts of the
text in the article and connected to statement with
the main claim only implicitly). However, since
for our work we need the statement with the main
claim and the relationship phrases only the above
limitation does not pose a hindrance.

While Sumner et al. (2014) provides the dataset
already marked by one of the seven quantization
levels for each journal, press release and news re-
port, thus allowing for analysis of the exaggerated
content, it is difficult to ascertain the robustness
of the results obtained. This is primarily because
some of the quantization levels seem to be too close
(see the ‘Description’ of strength categories in sup-
plementary material.) and the data set is unbal-
anced (see Table ??). In order to test the robustness

3Dataset: https://bit.ly/2qc86tk

Strength #Statements Fraction

1 69 0.04
2 321 0.2
3 132 0.08
4 159 0.1
5 108 0.07
6 812 0.51

Table 1: Distribution of statements across the different
strength categories.

of the results that we present in the subsequent sec-
tions, we also club the above quantizations into
more coarse-grained labels. Essentially, we con-
sider a 4-class and a 2-class quantization in addition
to the 6-class (omitting class ‘0’). For the 4-class
we map the above seven quantizations as follows:
1→ 1, (2, 3)→ 2, (4, 5)→ 3 and 6→ 4. For the
two class we map as follows: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) → 1
and 6→ 2.

3.2 Data preprocessing

We discard statements with the main claim in which
the relationship phrases are not marked by the anno-
tators; these include the statements from category
‘0’4 and a very few statements from the other cat-
egories. At the end of this process, we have a set
of 1601 statements with annotated relation phrases.
The distribution of statements across the different
strength categories is shown in Table ??. The table
shows that the categories ‘6’ and ‘2’ are the domi-
nant ones. We divide the 1601 statements (together
from journals, press releases and news reports) into
training, development and test sets. We keep 1000
statements in the training set, 300 statements in the
development set and 301 statements in the test set.
Note that from the 301 statements in the test set, we
can construct a total of 316 distinct statement pairs
each formed from the comparison of a source jour-
nal and a corresponding news paper article/press
release. While for the first two sub-tasks (i.e., re-
lation phrase labeling and strength classification)
we need the individual statements as input, in the
last sub-task (i.e., exaggeration identification) we
need pairs of statements for final comparison and
prediction.

4 Methodology

As discussed earlier, our approach has three steps.
They are (i) relation phrase labeling, (ii) strength

4Note that category ‘0’ refers to cases where there is no
relation between the IV and DV and is therefore not useful for
further processing.

https://bit.ly/2qc86tk
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classification, and (iii) exaggeration identification.
All of the three modules are connected in a se-
quence as shown in Figure 1. The relation phrase la-
beling module takes a selected statement and labels
the relation phrase present in it. Next, the strength
classification module takes a relation phrase as in-
put and predicts its strength level. Finally, in the
exaggeration identification module, the strengths
of source statement and target statement are com-
pared, and it calculates the exaggeration or under-
play level of the target statement with respect to
the source statement. The individual modules are
described in details in the subsequent subsections.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the methodology. S: source
statement, T: target statement.

4.1 Relation phrase labeling

As previously stated, the primary objective of this
module is to identify the relation phrase describing
the relation between the independent and the de-
pendent variables. This problem is more difficult
than the traditional entity-relation extraction prob-
lem as multiple entity pairs connected by relation
phrases can be present in a statement. Therefore,
finding relation phrase that denotes the main claim
is a challenging task. We broadly employ two dif-
ferent types of approaches for relation labeling – (i)
syntax driven approaches, and (ii) sequence label-
ing approaches. We describe each of them in next
subsections.

4.1.1 Syntax driven approaches
The key idea: In syntax driven approaches, we rely
on the fact that the position of the relation phrases

in a statement is syntax driven. In particular, we
mine the structural patterns in the dependency tree
of the statements. In addition, we use heuristics
over the state-of-the-art entity relation extraction
tool (Angeli et al., 2015) to get relation phrases in
the causal statements.
Dependency tree heuristics (DTH): The intuition
behind this method is that relation phrases have
characteristic syntactic (part-of-speech, lemmas,
dependency edges etc.) and semantic features. We
intend to leverage these in the dependency tree
representation of statements, by collapsing unim-
portant relations and selecting the rightful node
through various heuristics. The phrase correspond-
ing to the selected node is identified as the relation
phrase. The details of the steps we follow for the
construction of the collapsed dependency tree and
the extraction of the relation phrase from the causal
statement are presented in supplementary material.
OpenIE heuristics: We use Stanford open infor-
mation extraction (OpenIE) tool for the identifica-
tion of entity-relation triplets. Let t1, t2, ....tn be
the n triplets obtained for a statement s, where each
ti consists of two entities at its end connected by
a relation phrase. We choose ti having the largest
and smallest phrase and consider these as the rep-
resentative relation phrase for the statement s. The
rationale behind choosing the largest phrase is to
increase the probability of including the original
relation phrase. The smallest phrase is chosen to
show that smaller sized phrases always perform
worse than the largest phrase.

4.1.2 Sequence labeling approaches
The key idea: The central idea these approaches
put forward is use the training data to create a
model to label the relation phrase in the input state-
ment. The relation phrases are marked as per tra-
ditional BIO5 encoding format. In addition, the
BERT scheme that we shall use has three other la-
bels – X for added morphological inflation, CLS
for sentence beginning and SEP for sentence sep-
arations. Based on this annotated training data
the sequence labeler is tasked to learn the begin-
ning, the stretch and the end of the relationship
phrase. Once this is marked for each statement the
labeled phrases are passed on to the next phase of
the pipeline for strength classification.
LSTM-CRF:We use the LSTM-CRF architecture

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside%
E2%80%93outside%E2%80%93beginning_
(tagging)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside%E2%80%93outside%E2%80%93beginning_(tagging)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside%E2%80%93outside%E2%80%93beginning_(tagging)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside%E2%80%93outside%E2%80%93beginning_(tagging)
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Features Dimension

POS tag 40
POS bigram 40

Wordnet cluster 40

Table 2: Additional features at CRF layer.

similar to Lample et al. (2016) in addition to a set
of novel features as described in Table ?? in the
CRF layer6 along with the hidden state vector of
the BiLSTM layer. The combination is done by
concatenating the feature vectors with the hidden
state vector. The input layers to the model are
vector representations of the individual words or
characters.
LSTM-CNN-CRF: We use the architecture pro-
posed by Ma and Hovy (2016) and adapt for our
purpose7.
LM-LSTM-CRF: Here we use the task-aware neu-
ral sequence labeling model proposed by (Liu et al.,
2017) and adapt it for our purpose.
BERT-SL: We use the variant BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) technology originally proposed for solving
the NER task8, which is essentially modeled as
a sequence labeling problem. We suitably adapt
the BERT-NER framework to extract the relation
phrases. BERT’s model architecture is a multilayer
bidirectional transformer encoder based on the orig-
inal implementation described in (Vaswani et al.,
2017)9. In particular, we use the BERT base ar-
chitecture that has 12 transformer layers, hidden
vector size of 768 and 12 self-attention heads one
corresponding to each transformer module. For
fine-tuning, the final hidden representation of each
token is fed to a classification layer over the NER
label set. For our purpose we train the BERT-NER
model using our training data and the label set cor-
responds to the relationship phrase beginning and
end markers instead of the NER labels.

4.1.3 Evaluation
We use the standard token level F1-score and accu-
racy to compare the different labeling approaches.

6In our experiments we have seen that increasing dimen-
sion size further improves the results further. POS tags are
obtained using NLTK.

7All other parameters remaining same, we use LSTM state
size of 100, dropout rate of 0.5 and input batch size of 5.

8BERT NER: https://github.com/
kyzhouhzau/BERT-NER

9http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/
03/attention.htm

4.2 Strength classification

The primary objective of this module is to predict
the strength level of the relationship phrase in the
input statement, e.g., in the statement ‘wine causes
cancer’ the strength of statement is 6. We feed the
standard multi-class classifiers with the annotated
relation phrases for each statement in the training
set while the training label is the strength of the
statement. Since BERT-SL performs best among
all relation phrase labeling approaches, we present
all our subsequent results for this case only. We
obtain the best parameters for each of the classi-
fiers using the validation set. Finally, we report our
results on the test set for 6-class, 4-class as well
as 2-class scenarios. Unlike prior work (Li et al.,
2017) that uses bag of words feature drawn from
the whole statement, our model uses the features
drawn from the annotated relation phrase, i.e., a
part of the statement only. Note that, the results
mentioned in the prior work is not directly com-
parable as the authors assume in their model that
the relation phrases are already known, but we ex-
tract these phrases in the first place. However, we
re-implemented their model (Li et al., 2017) and
report the results that we got for our train-test divi-
sion of the dataset.
Evaluation: We compare the strength classifica-
tion methods using the micro-F1, which in this
case, is equal to the accuracy. This is, as usual,
calculated as the fraction of statements that have
a correctly classified strength level out of the total
number of statements. We also report the macro-F1
obtained for each model for the better understand-
ing of the performance of the models primarily
since the classes are unbalanced. This is calculated
as the average of F1 scores obtained for each class
as predicted by each model for the test set.

4.3 Exaggeration identification

In this module we calculate the strength level dif-
ference between a source statement and a target
statement. The source statement is the one with the
main claim from the journal article, while the target
statement is the one with the main claim from cor-
responding news reports or press release covering
the source. We calculate exaggeration (or under-
play) levels for each classifier result over each type
of strength classification.
Baseline: We present two types of baseline here.
In the first, we pass the BERT embedding of the
two statements (using respective ‘CLS’ markers)

https://github.com/kyzhouhzau/BERT-NER
https://github.com/kyzhouhzau/BERT-NER
http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.htm
http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.htm
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to the standard classifiers and attempt to estimate
if there is a component of exaggeration. In the
second, we model the problem as a textual entail-
ment task which is a natural choice. Given a pair of
statements the goal is to predict whether the second
statement is an exaggerated version of first. For
this purpose, we have used the BERT text classifier
module. The final hidden vector of BERT model
is passed through a softmax layer for the classifica-
tion.
Evaluation: We employ fraction of perfect match
(PM ), which in our case, is also equal to the ac-
curacy, as the measure to compare the different
exaggeration detection methods. This is calculated
as the fraction of source-target statement pairs for
which we get correct exaggeration or underplay
level as we have in the ground-truth. We also re-
port the mean square error (MSE) for each model
which is calculated as the average of the squares
of the differences between actual and predicted
strength difference for every pair of statements in
each model.

5 Results

In this section, we present the results from the three
phases – relation phrase labeling, strength classi-
fication and exaggeration identification one after
the other. Finally we outline a scheme to spot the
exact location of main claims in the news articles
and press releases that particularly works for this
dataset. This enabled us to fully automate the pro-
cess based on this scheme and measure its perfor-
mance.

5.1 Relation phrase labeling

We note down the main results in Table ??. The
table shows that BERT-SL outperforms all other ap-
proaches by a large margin. The F1-score and the
accuracy for this method is 0.85 and 0.95, respec-
tively. Among the others LSTM-CRF augmented
with PoS tags and PoS bigrams is the most com-
petitive with a F1-score of 0.73 and accuracy of
0.89.
Success of BERT-SL: Table ?? shows the num-
ber of perfect matches between the ground-truth
relationship phrase and the relationship phrase ex-
tracted using BERT-SL and LSTM-CRF. For all
n-gram relationship phrases BERT-SL achieves a
much higher number of perfect matches with the
ground-truth. The difference in the number of
matches obtained from the two methods is particu-

Model F1-score Accuracy

DTH 0.58 0.82
OpenIE (large) 0.48 0.76
OpenIE (small) 0.37 0.70

LSTM-CRF (RI (Li et al., 2017)) 0.67 0.88
LSTM-CRF (RI) + PoS 0.67 0.87
LSTM-CRF (GloVe) + PoS 0.72 0.88
LSTM-CRF (GloVe) + PoS+ PoS BI 0.73 0.89
LSTM-CRF (GloVe) + PoS tag + PoS BI + WC 0.73 0.88
LSTM-CNN-CRF (GloVe) 0.56 0.83
LM-LSTM-CRF (GloVe) 0.52 0.80
BERT-SL 0.85 0.95

Table 3: Comparison of the baselines with our ap-
proach. RI: Random Initialization, PoS: Part of speech
tags, PoS BI: PoS Bigrams, WC: Wordnet clusters

larly large for unigrams and bigrams which covers
the bulk of the statements. This is the reason why
BERT-SL is able to outperform the other methods
by a large margin.

#words #BERT-SL #LSTM-CRF

1 33 12
2 34 28
3 28 24
4 9 8
5 6 2
6 3 0

Table 4: Number of perfect matches for the competing
models as per the number of words present in the rela-
tion phrase.

5.2 Strength classification
We predict the strength of a statement based on its
relation phrase. For this purpose we build classi-
fiers that take bag of words vector of the relation-
ship phrase as identified by BERT-SL and predict
its strength. The bag of words vector is created
from the BERT embeddings as follows. The BERT
embeddings of each word in the relation phrase are
concatenated to form a single vector which is fed
to the classifier. However the number of words in
each relation phrase could be different. We fix this
length by imagining all relation phrases to have
length equal to the length of the largest relation
phrase across the 1601 data points. This makes
the concatenated vector size same for all the rela-
tion phrases; the missing entries in each vector so
created are replaced by zero.

We use various classification models such as
multinomial naive-bays (MNB), random-forest
(RF), stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and XG-
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Test type Classifier µF16class MF16class µF14class MF14class µF12class MF12class

True rel. phs.
(Trn:1300, Tst: 301)

MNB 0.68 0.52 0.77 0.62 0.79 0.79
RF 0.5 0.16 0.51 0.22 0.54 0.48
SGD 0.76 0.70 0.79 0.76 0.82 0.82
XGB 0.74 0.69 0.76 0.73 0.76 0.76

BERT-SL rel. phs.
(Trn: 1300, Tst: 301)

MNB 0.64 0.45 0.77 0.62 0.76 0.76
RF 0.51 0.16 0.51 0.22 0.55 0.50
SGD 0.74 0.69 0.79 0.76 0.79 0.79
XGB 0.71 0.64 0.76 0.73 0.74 0.74

Baseline (Li et al., 2017)
(Trn: 1300, Tst: 301)

BOW (unigram+bigram) – – 0.64 0.62 – –

Table 5: Strength classification results. µF1xclass: micro-F1 for x (6/4/2) class, MF1xclass: macro-F1 for x
(6/4/2) class.

Boost (XGB) for this purpose. The training of these
classifiers is done on actual relation phrase and
strength class pairs as annotated in the dataset. Ta-
ble ?? shows the micro-F1 and macro-F1 scores of
various classifiers across different strength classes
(6, 4 and 2). In the table, entries for the true rela-
tion phrases represent the obtained micro-F1 and
macro-F1 scores corresponding to a test set where
the ground-truth annotated relation phrase (instead
of what is obtained from BERT-SL) is taken into
account. It is interesting to note that for all the
three strength classes strengths obtain from BERT
labeled relation phrases reaches close to the F1
values as one would have obtained if the true test
relationship phrases were supplied to the classifiers
at the input. Finally, our model by far outperforms
the only known baseline (Li et al., 2017) in both
micro and macro-F1 scores. To be fair, we show re-
sults for the 4-class which is the only case reported
in (Li et al., 2017).

5.3 Exaggeration level identification

We identify the exaggeration level by taking the
strength difference between the source statement
from the journal and the target statement from the
news article/ press release. The number of such
source-target statement pairs in our test data is 316.
The strength for each statement is obtained from
the classifiers reported in the previous section. We
present the results of exaggeration detection in Ta-
ble ??. Our three step approach attains a perfect
match score for 0.62, 0.68 and 0.69 fraction of
cases in the 6, 4 and 2 classes respectively (best
classifier outputs) which is again close to what one
could have obtained if the ground-truth relation
phrases were known to the strength classifier in the
previous stage.
Baseline: For the baseline we take the entire train-
ing set and construct as many possible source-target
statement pairs where, by definition, the source

statement is from a journal and the target statement
is from a corresponding news article/press release.
From the 1000 training statements, we could con-
struct a total of 1298 such source-target pairs. If
we feed the direct BERT embedding of the source
and the target statement to the set of classifiers (RF,
SGD and XGB in Table ??) the results are much
worse than our approach. Further if we adapt the
BERT text classifier (as used in textual entailment
detection module) to solve our problem (‘Neural’ in
Table ??), there is no benefit obtained. This proves
that our proposed concept, a simple yet more inter-
pretable three step sequential approach performs
better than all other approaches where the whole
sentence is taken into account for the exaggeration
detection.

6 Discussion

In this section we present the findings of our error
analysis and results correspond to the special sub
cases where simple heuristics is taken into account
to automate the whole process.

6.1 Error Analysis:
The error cases that we believe could be the pos-
sible reasons affecting the overall performance of
the system are presented below.

• Ambiguous modifiers: Some statements
have certain modifiers like ‘little’, ‘any’ etc in
their predicted relation phrases, which leads
to an error in the strength class prediction.

• Incorrect relation phrase: In some cases,
the predicted relation phrase is incorrect
which leads to propagation of errors in next
steps.

• Incorrect relation interpretation: The sys-
tem is unable to differentiate between cases
like “could be entirely independent” and
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Test type Classifier PM6class MSE6class PM4class MSE4class PM2class MSE2class

True rel. phs.
(Tst: 301, Pairs: 316)

MNB 0.53 5.71 0.68 1.27 0.69 0.37
RF 0.49 3.93 0.51 1.18 0.52 0.53
SGD 0.62 5.01 0.67 1.30 0.68 0.35
XGB 0.63 4.65 0.63 1.41 0.65 0.35

BERT-SL rel. phs.
(Tst: 301, Pairs: 316)

MNB 0.52 4.99 0.68 1.27 0.67 0.40
RF 0.49 3.88 0.51 1.18 0.53 0.58
SGD 0.62 4.74 0.67 1.30 0.69 0.37
XGB 0.6 4.73 0.63 1.41 0.64 0.39

Baseline
(Train: 1298, Pairs: 316)

RF 0.48 4.24 0.49 1.37 0.61 0.47
SGD 0.43 5.13 0.33 1.39 0.49 0.54
XGB 0.47 4.51 0.51 1.28 0.59 0.46
Neural 0.44 – 0.50 – 0.56 –

Table 6: Exaggeration level identification results. PMxclass: Perfect match for x (6/4/2) class, MSExclass: Mean
squared error for x (6/4/2) class.

“could be entirely dependent”, which leads
to the prediction of wrong strength classes.

We present examples of above cases in the supple-
mentary material.

6.2 Spotting the causal statement:

We manually inspect the position of main claims
in the documents. We find that in 95% of cases the
main claim is present either in the title or in any
one of the first three sentences of the document.
We repeat the relationship phrase identification ex-
periment using the best model (i.e., BERT-SL) for
a test set that is built using all the four sentences
(i.e., the title, the first, the second and the third
sentences) taken from each press release and news
article present in our dataset. Now we select that
sentence for which we get the maximum number
of words tagged as a relation phrase. Using this
heuristic selection criteria we obtain F1-score of
0.8 and an accuracy of 0.9 which is close to what
we report in Table ??. More detail of this experi-
ment are presented in supplementary material.

6.3 Inclusion of IV and DV

Our model can also be used to extract the IV and
the DV as well. We also check if this brings addi-
tional benefits to the pipeline. The details of this
experiment is given in the supplementary material.
The F1-score (precision, recall) we obtained for
the relation phrase labeling task in this case is 0.72
(0.75, 0.7). This experiment also gives token level
accuracy of 0.87. As we observe, the inclusion of
the IV and DV information does not improve the
labeling performance and therefore we did not use
it for the next stages of the pipeline. The use of
these additional information actually seems to con-
fuse the labeler more than benefiting it. However,

the automatic extraction of the IV and DV can be
useful for developing other applications in future.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a simple yet explain-
able three step approach that automatically iden-
tifies whether a given statement typically from a
press release or a news article is exaggerated in
comparison to the source statement present in the
journal. Our first step adapts the recently proposed
BERT technology and models the relationship ex-
traction problem as a sequence labeling task. This
beats other sequence labeling and syntax driven ap-
proaches by a large margin. The relationship phrase
extracted is encoded as a bag of words and fed to
standard classifiers to obtain the strength of the
phrase. Ground-truth labels of relationship phrases
and those obtained from our model achieve similar
performance. Finally, once the strength of the re-
lationship phrase is available, a pair of statements
can be easily compared. This method of exagger-
ation identification beats standard baselines that
directly feed the two individual BERT embedding
of the statement pair into binary classifiers or use
the BERT textual entailment framework. In future,
one can check if this kind of approaches work for
other tasks where whole task can be divided into
explainable subtasks.
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Strength category Description Example

0 No relationship is mentioned ...An international study of 220,000 people
has challenged the idea that obese people who
have an ”apple shape” - fat around the middle
section of the body - are at higher risk of heart
attacks and strokes...

1 Explicitly stating there is no relation-
ship

Clinical officers and doctors did not differ
significantly in key outcomes for Caesarean
section significantly..

2 Statement of correlation - IV and DV
are associated, but causation cannot be
explicitly asserted

the greatest excess risk associated with sub-
sequent primary neoplasms at older than 40
years was for digestive and genitourinary neo-
plasms

3 Ambiguous statement of relationship -
It is unclear what the strength of rela-
tionship of this statement

...has linked eight new DNA variants to the
autoimmune disease...

4 Conditional statement of causation -
Causal statements show that the IV
directly changes the DV. Conditional
causal statements carry an element of
doubt in them

...one in four patients may be wrongly diag-
nosed with high blood pressure...

5 Statement of “can” - The word “can” is
unique as a statement of relationship in
that it implies that the IV has the poten-
tial to directly change the DV, Therefore
it is stronger than any conditional state-
ment of causation.

...An intensive diet intervention soon after di-
agnosis can improve glycaemic control. The
addition of an activity intervention conferred
no additional benefit...

6 Statement of causation - The strongest
are the statements of causation. This
statement says that the IV definitely and
directly alters the DV.

...capsules containing concentrated phytonnu-
trients improved clinical outcomes...

IV: Independent Variable DV: Dependent Variable

Table 7: Description of strength categories with an example.

A Annotated strength levels

The dataset contains manually coded strength lev-
els of main claims from three sources, based on
which, authors found that the press release is the
main source of exaggeration in health science re-
ports. The main causal claims in journal article,
press release and news reports are coded into seven
categories with increase in strength of relationship
(see Table ??). Relation phrases in the claim rep-
resenting the relationship are marked in bold. The
relation phrase connects the independent variable
(IV) with the dependent variable (DV).

B Detais of dependency tree heuristics

The steps followed for extraction of relation phrase
from causal statement are given as follows:

• We create dependency trees for each state-
ment, with each node corresponding to a word
and edges representing the grammatical rela-

tion between them. Let D be the set of all
possible dependencies. We work with the col-
lapsed version of dependencies, e.g., prepo-
sitions are not represented as nodes but col-
lapsed into edges etc. For the statement, ‘ges-
tures improved performance in spatial visu-
alisation problems’, the dependency tree is
shown in Figure 2. Here ‘in’ in the statement
has been collapsed to the edge prep in.

• We identify a subset A ⊆ D of dependen-
cies that we collapse to merge the connected
nodes. The intuition is to collect words that
form a coherent phrase inside a single node.
The set A has been formed by going through
the definition of each grammatical relation
from the Stanford dependency manual. We
call the nodes of the compact dependency tree
as compact nodes. Each compact node is a
tree of simple nodes and thus represents a sub-
string. The grammatical relation between two
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Order Heuristic Definition
1 LONG VB NSUBJ DOBJ Select compact node with a verb root, and nsubj and dobj out-

edges
2 LONG VB NSUBJPASS AGENT Select compact node with a verb root, and nsubjpass and agent

out-edges
3 LONG VB NSUBJPASS PREP WITH Select compact node with a verb root, and nsubjpass and prep with

out-edges
4 LONG VB NSUBJ DOBJ NSUBJPASS Select compact node with a verb root, and having atleast one nsubj,

dobj or nsubjpass out-edge
5 LONG VB Select compact node whose root is a verb
6 LONG JJ NSUBJ XCOMP Select compact node with an adjective root, and nsubj and xcomp

out-edges
7 LONG JJ Select compact node with an adjective root, and nsubjpass and

prep with out-edges
8 LONG NOUN Select compact node with a noun root

Table 8: Dependency tree heuristics.

compact nodes is the grammatical relation be-
tween the roots of their corresponding tree.

• The set A consists of the following dependen-
cies - advmod, amod, appos, aux, auxpass,
cop, det, expl, mwe, mark, neg, nn, npadvmod,
num, number, pobj, poss, possessive, predet,
prt, quantmod and vmod. Note that most re-
lations in A are modifiers. In the previous
example (refer to Figure 2) the subtree with
nodes ‘problems’/NNS, ‘spatial’/JJ and ‘vi-
sualization’/NN are merged together to form
a compact node ‘spatial visualization prob-
lem’/NNS.

• The next step is to select an appropriate com-
pact node. We use heuristic functions, that
take a dependency tree as input and output a
node (if its condition is met) or nil. We apply a
sequence of heuristic functions h1, h2, h3, ...
to recover the relational phrase (see Table ??
for the list of heuristics). If h1 returns a node,
we identify its constituent phrase as our rela-
tional phrase. Else if h1 returns nil, we select
h2. If h2 returns a node, we use that else we
try h3 and so on. The heuristic functions have
been hand-coded by observing the statistics
of the best compact node (highest normalized
lexicalized edit similarity (NLES) with the
annotated phrase) in the dependency trees of
the training set.
The NLES between two phrases p1 and p2 is
defined as

NLES(p1, p2) = 1− dist(p1, p2)

min(|p1|, |p2|)
(1)

where, |p1|, |p2| are the number of characters in
p1 and p2 respectively. dist refers to the standard

edit distance where cost of the substitution, the
insertion and the deletion are all taken as 1. We also
tried jaccard similarity between lexicalized tokens
in place of NLES but we same set of heuristic
sequence.

The list of heuristic functions is given in Ta-
ble ?? along with their order of application, which
has been found by iterating through all permuta-
tions and choosing the one that produces maxi-
mum average NLES across all input training sen-
tences. Each heuristic function proceeds according
to its definition; if multiple nodes satisfy the heuris-
tic condition, the node with the most number of
words is chosen. If none of the nodes satisfy the
heuristic condition, the function returns nil. For in-
stance, in the previous example (refer to Figure 2),
heuristics LONG VB, LONG VB NSUBJ DOBJ
and LONG NOUN match and return phrases, how-
ever, since LONG VB has the highest priority so
the respective phrase ‘improved’ is returned as the
relation phrase. In another example ‘Childhood
cancer survivors at greater risk in middle age’, no
heuristics match to its compact tree and hence nil
is returned as relation phrase.

C Error Analysis

In this section we discuss some of the error cases
that we believe could be the possible reasons af-
fecting the overall performance of the system. In
future we plan to tackle some of these cases to fur-
ther improve the system performance. We mention
below some of these error cases. The examples of
error cases are presented in Table ??.
Ambiguous modifiers: Some statements have cer-
tain modifiers in their predicted relation phrases,
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Figure 2: Collapsed dependency tree.

No. Statement Ann.Ph. Pred. Ph. AS PS

1 a common treatment for a life-
threatening heart condition has little
significant impact on patient outcomes

has little significant
impact on

has little significant
impact on

1 6

2 We noted little variation between coun-
tries in the rate of maltreatment-related
injury admission

little variation little variation 1 6

3 this study excluded any large increase
in the incidence of cases of or deaths
from infective endocarditis

excluded any large
increase

excluded any large
increase

1 6

4 Falling in love sets brain circuits racing
in the same way, regardless of sex or
sexual orientation

regardless of sets 1 6

5 breast cancer screening ... does women
more harm than good

does does women more
harm than

6 2

6 that the progressive loss of lung func-
tion in asthma sufferers could be en-
tirely independent of the effects of in-
flammation

could be entirely in-
dependent of

could be entirely in-
dependent

1 4

Table 9: Errors in strength classification. AS : Actual strength, PS : Predicted strength

Location %
Title 26.10

First statement 46.12
Second statement 21.93
Third statement 2.14

Table 10: Location of the statement with the main
claim in the press-releases/news articles.

which leads to an error in the strength class predic-
tion. For instance, consider statements 1, 2 and 3
shown in Table ??. In all these cases the presence
of the modifiers such as ‘little’, ‘any’ etc. are not
separately tackled by the strength classifier.

Incorrect relation phrase: In some cases, the pre-

dicted relation phrase is incorrect. For example,
consider the statement 4. Here the annotated phrase
is ‘regardless of’ whereas the predicted phrase is
‘sets’. Another interesting case is statement 5. Here
the predicted phrase fully contains the actual phrase
and is also much larger than the actual phrase. The
classifier therefore confuses the strength class.

Incorrect relation interpretation: In some cases,
like statement 6, the system is unable to differen-
tiate between “could be entirely independent” and
“could be entirely dependent”, which leads to pre-
diction of class 4 instead of the actual class 1.
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D Spotting the causal statement

So far, we have assumed that statement with the
main claim is already given to us for labeling and
exaggeration identification. However, in order
to completely automate the process we need to
spot the exact location of these statements so that
the previous pipeline of three sub-tasks could be
smoothly executed. Manual inspection of the doc-
uments indicates that the statement with the main
claim is present either in the title or in any one of
the first three sentences of the document. In fact,
we run an experiment on all the documents in our
dataset and observe the location of the main state-
ment. Table ?? shows the percentage of documents
in the dataset, in which this statement is present in
the title or in the first, second or the third sentence.
Surprisingly, in 95% of the documents the causal
statement is present in the title or the first three
sentences of the document.

We repeat the relationship phrase identification
experiment using the best model (i.e., BERT-SL)
for a test set that is built using all the four sen-
tences (i.e., the title, the first, the second and the
third sentences) taken from each press release and
news article present in our dataset. For each press
release/news article, all the four sentences are la-
beled by the sequence labeler. Now we select that
sentence for which we get the maximum number
of words tagged as a relation phrase. Using this
heuristic selection criteria we obtain F1-score of
0.8 and an accuracy of 0.9. Given this encouraging
result, we do not go for any additional algorithmic
machinery for separately spotting the statement
with the main claim for the dataset. However one
can check in future if this works well for other
problems and datasets.

E Inclusion of IV and DV

Our model can also be used to extract the IV and
the DV as well. We also check if this brings addi-
tional benefits to the pipeline. Though the existing
annotation of the dataset identifies the entities, i.e.,
the IVs and DVs associated with each document
(journal/press-release/news article), in many cases,
they are not explicitly part of the statement with
the main claim (i.e., the entities are metaphorically
mentioned); therefore, automatic labeling of these
variables was impossible without re-annotation. To
this purpose, we re-annotated the entire dataset for
these two entities. Next we tasked the BERT-SL to
identify the IV, DV and relation phrase altogether.

The F1-score (precision, recall) we obtained for
the labeling task in this case is 0.72 (0.75, 0.7).
This experiment also gives token level accuracy
of 0.87. As we observe, the inclusion of the IV
and DV information does not improve the labeling
performance and therefore we did not use it for the
next stages of the pipeline. The use of these addi-
tional information actually seems to confuse the
labeler more than benefiting it. However, the au-
tomatic extraction of the IV and DV can be useful
for developing other applications in future.


